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Abstract
Background: The EQ-5D is frequently used to derive utilities for patients with type 2 diabetes (T2D). Despite widely
available quantitative psychometric data on the EQ-5D, little is known about content validity in this population.
Thus, the purpose of this qualitative study was to examine content validity of the EQ-5D in patients with T2D.
Methods: Patients with T2D in the UK completed concept elicitation interviews, followed by administration of the
EQ-5D-5L and cognitive interviewing focused on the instrument’s relevance, clarity, and comprehensiveness.
Results: A total of 25 participants completed interviews (52.0 % male; mean age = 53.5 years). Approximately half
(52 %) reported that the EQ-5D-5L was relevant to their experience with T2D. When asked if each individual item
was relevant to their experience with T2D, responses varied widely (24.0 % said the self-care item was relevant;
68.0 % said the anxiety/depression item was relevant). Participants frequently said items were not relevant to
themselves, but could be relevant to patients with more severe diabetes. Most participants (92.0 %) reported that
T2D and/or its treatment/monitoring requirements had an impact on their quality of life that was not captured by
the EQ-5D-5L. Common missing concepts included food awareness/restriction (n = 13, 52.0 %); activities (n = 11,
44.0 %); emotional functioning other than depression/anxiety (n = 8, 32.0 %); and social/relationship functioning
(n = 8, 32.0 %).
Conclusions: The results highlight strengths and potential limitations of the EQ-5D-5L, including missing content
that could be important for some patients with T2D. Suggestions for addressing limitations are provided.
Keywords: EQ-5D, Type 2 diabetes, Content validity, Qualitative research, Cognitive interviews

Background
Generic preference-based instruments are frequently administered to estimate utility values for type 2 diabetes
(T2D) health states for use in cost-utility modeling.
The most commonly used of these instruments in the
European Union is the EQ-5D, which has been used
to estimate utilities of patients with T2D in large surveys across multiple countries [1–6]. A recent systematic review found over 50 published articles reporting
EQ-5D values for patients with T2D from 1987 to 2009,
including longitudinal studies, large cross-sectional surveys, and randomized clinical trials [7].
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It is likely that the EQ-5D is commonly used partly
due to the NICE Guide to the Methods of Technology
Appraisal, which specifies a preference for utilities based
on the EQ-5D in order to maximize “consistency across
appraisals” [8]. However, the NICE guide adds that utilities derived via other methods may be acceptable for
use in cost utility modeling when EQ-5D utilities are not
“available” or “appropriate.” The recently updated version of the guide suggests that qualitative data may be
useful for examining the appropriateness of the EQ-5D.
To support a claim that the instrument is inappropriate,
NICE suggests “qualitative empirical evidence on the
lack of content validity for the EQ-5D should be provided, demonstrating that key dimensions of health are
missing. This should be supported by evidence that
shows that EQ-5D performs poorly on tests of construct
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validity and responsiveness in a particular patient population.” Thus, while quantitative psychometric data is a
key component of instrument evaluation, this quote indicates that NICE also considers qualitative evidence on
content validity in the target population to be important
when evaluating appropriateness of the EQ-5D.
Although content validity of utility assessment tools is
not frequently examined, it is considered a critical measurement property to be documented as part of the development and validation of patient-reported outcome
(PRO) measures [9–11]. Content validity is the extent to
which an instrument assesses the relevant and important
aspects of the concept it was designed to measure [12],
and it is generally established through two steps of qualitative research with patients [9, 13, 14]. In the concept
elicitation step, patients help identify concepts and
wording that will be used to shape the items of a PRO
measure [10]. After drafting the instrument, the second
step is to conduct cognitive interviews in which patients
complete the instrument and comment on its relevance,
clarity, and comprehensiveness [11]. This qualitative research should be conducted in samples of patients from
the target population to establish content validity for a
particular use because an instrument may have content
validity in one disease, but omit concepts that are important for assessment of another disease.
Psychometric properties of the EQ-5D-3L have been
examined in a wide range of quantitative studies, and
the instrument is generally found to have acceptable reliability, convergent/divergent validity, and known-groups
validity [7, 15–18]. Responsiveness to change is also frequently demonstrated, although responsiveness does not
appear to be entirely consistent across studies [7, 17, 18].
Despite the strengths, it is common for authors to report
ceiling effects [7, 17, 18], which could limit accuracy of assessment of patients with milder T2D. In sum, quantitative data generally support the EQ-5D, while noting some
potential limitations in patients with T2D.
Despite the widely available psychometric data on the
EQ-5D, little is known about the content validity of the
instrument in patients with T2D. The field of PRO instrument development has reached a consensus that
content validity cannot be established via quantitative
psychometric analyses, as highlighted in the FDA PRO
guidance [9]. For example, it is possible for an instrument to demonstrate good reliability and construct validity in a quantitative analysis without being sufficiently
comprehensive or relevant for a specific target population. Qualitative research has not previously been
conducted to examine content validity of either the
EQ-5D-3L or the more recent EQ-5D-5L in patients
with T2D. Thus, the purpose of the current qualitative study was to examine the content validity of the
EQ-5D-5L in patients with T2D.
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Methods
Overview of study design

This qualitative study involved semi-structured, one-onone, in-person interviews with individuals diagnosed
with T2D. Interviews began with concept elicitation, designed to identify the impact of T2D on quality of life.
Then, participants were asked to complete the EQ-5D5L, and a cognitive interview was conducted, focusing
primarily on the relevance and comprehensiveness of
the instrument for patients with T2D.
Study participants

Participants were recruited via advertisements in two
newspapers and the website Gumtree.com. To be eligible
for the study, participants were required to be (1) residing in the UK; (2) at least 18 years old; (3) diagnosed
with T2D by a medical professional; and (4) able to provide proof of T2D; and (5) able to understand interview
procedures.
A total of 55 individuals were reached for screening by
telephone. Of the 55 screened participants, 45 were eligible, including 29 who were scheduled for interviews
and 16 who were not scheduled. Of these 16, three were
not scheduled because they were unavailable on the
dates when interviews occurred. The other 13 were not
scheduled because they were in a group whose recruitment target had already been met at the time of their
screening. The aim of these targets was to ensure that
no demographic group was over-represented (e.g., age
and gender groups), while recruiting a sample with representation from three treatment groups (no medication
treatment, oral medication only, injectable medication).
Of the 29 individuals who were scheduled, 26 attended
interviews. One participant was unable to provide direct
answers to the interview and therefore could not
complete the study procedures. Thus, a total of 25 valid
interviews were completed.
Qualitative interview procedures

Interviews were conducted in October 2013 in London,
UK. Participants provided confirmation of T2D diagnosis
by presenting diabetes medication with their name on the
packaging (n = 20) or demonstrating knowledge of the
symptoms and tests that led to their diagnosis (n = 5).
Procedures and materials were approved by an independent
Institutional Review Board (Ethical & Independent Review
Services - 13118-01), and participants provided written
informed consent prior to completing study procedures.
Interviews were conducted according to a semistructured interview guide, which was designed to
evaluate the content validity of the EQ-5D-5L in patients
with T2D. First, participants were asked about their T2D
diagnosis and treatment. The second phase of the interview was concept elicitation, in which participants were
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asked about the impact of T2D on quality of life (e.g.,
How does T2D or its treatment impact your quality of
life?). This open-ended section was designed to elicit concepts that arose spontaneously from the respondents,
without suggestions from the interviewer regarding possible domains of impact. Third, participants were asked to
complete the EQ-5D-5L.
After completing the questionnaire, cognitive interview procedures were followed to assess understanding
of the instrument’s instructions, items, and response options, as well as the relevance and comprehensiveness of
the content for patients with T2D. Participants were
asked how they understood the instructions, how they
interpreted each item, and how they selected a response.
The order of items discussed in each interview was varied to avoid potential bias of order effects. Participants
were also asked whether the questionnaire was missing
potentially important content (e.g., Was anything important about the impact of T2D missing from this questionnaire? Does T2D impact your quality of life in any other
ways that are not captured by this questionnaire?).
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dictionary was developed based on the themes and concepts that emerged during the interview discussions. Two
staff members independently coded the first cognitive
interview transcript and codes were reconciled to examine
agreement and disagreement between coders. After it was
established that coders agreed on the meaning and application of the codes, subsequent transcripts were each
coded by one of these two coders.
During the qualitative analysis, the codes specified in
the dictionary were assigned to relevant text in each transcript, thus identifying quotes within each concept or
theme. Throughout this process, coders suggested additional codes based on content of the transcripts, and new
codes were added to capture these emerging concepts.
This coding process resulted in sets of quotes categorized
by thematic code, and saturation was documented. Saturation is defined as a point at which no substantially new
themes, concepts, or terms are introduced as additional
interviews are conducted [14].

Results
Measures
EQ-5D-5L

The EQ-5D questionnaire is a generic, preference-based
health-related quality of life (HRQL) instrument designed
to yield health state utilities that may be used in costutility modeling [19]. The original EQ-5D-3L contains five
items to assess functioning in the following domains:
mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, and
anxiety/depression. In response to concerns regarding the
original EQ-5D-3L, the EQ-5D-5L questionnaire was developed to improve the instrument’s sensitivity and reduce
ceiling effects [20]. The EQ-5D-5L assesses the same five
domains as the original version, but with slightly revised
phrasing and five response options per item instead of
three. The five response options are: no problems, slight
problems, moderate problems, severe problems, and extreme problems. There is also a visual analog scale (VAS),
which asks participants to rate their current health from 0
(the worst health you can imagine) to 100 (the best health
you can imagine).
Sociodemographic and clinical form

A demographic and clinical information form was completed by participants prior to the interview. This form
included questions on age, sex, ethnicity, living situation,
employment, education, diabetes-related health, and general health.
Qualitative data analysis

All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed so
that the transcripts could be analyzed using ATLAS.ti,
software designed for analysis of qualitative data. A coding

Sample description

The sample of 25 participants was 52 % male (n = 13), with
a mean age of 53.5 years (Table 1). The majority of participants reported ethnic/racial background as white (60.0 %),
and more participants reported being married (56.0 %) than
single (28.0 %) or divorced (8.0 %). Most participants reported being employed (44.0 % full time and 12.0 % part
time). Less than half of the sample had completed a university degree (36.0 %). When asked to report health conditions other than diabetes, the most common responses
were depression (n = 7, 28.0 %), hypertension (n = 6,
24.0 %), arthritis (n = 2, 8.0 %), and stroke (n = 2, 8.0 %).
Current treatment regimens for T2D included oral
medication (n = 12; 48 %), oral plus injectable medication (n = 8; 32 %), and diet/exercise (n = 5; 20 %). The 20
participants on oral and/or injectable treatment regimens brought proof of medication to the interviews.
The five participants who were not taking medication
were asked to describe their symptom history, diagnosis
process, and disease management strategies. All five of
these participants provided information at a level of detail strongly suggesting that they were honestly reporting
their diagnoses. More than half of the participants (n = 14,
56.0 %) reported that they had experienced daytime
hypoglycemia, and some reported experiencing nocturnal
hypoglycemia (n = 7, 28.0 %). The majority of participants
reported that they checked their own blood glucose levels
at least once per week (n = 16; 64 %).
No new concepts relevant to the current study goals
were raised in the final interview. Thus, it appeared that
saturation was reached, and the current sample size was
considered sufficient for this qualitative study.
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Full-time work

11 (44.0 %)

Part-time work

3 (12.0 %)

Disabled

4 (16.0 %)

Otherc

8 (32.0 %)

six participants failed to notice the recall period of
“today” and responded based on a different recall period.
Only one of the 25 participants reported difficulty with
the response options, reporting difficulty distinguishing
between slight and moderate problems.
Approximately half (52.0 %) of the sample reported
that the EQ-5D-5L was relevant to their experience with
T2D (Table 3). One participant reported that the EQ5D-5L was not relevant to T2D (“I mean I don’t think
that really applies – does it, if you’ve got diabetes.”).
Other participants indicated that the questionnaire was not
relevant to their experience with T2D, but may be relevant
to other patients (n = 1; e.g., “people with T2D do have
those problems… but for me at the moment, no, I'm not
experiencing those problems.”), may be relevant for severe
diabetes patients (n = 3; e.g., “I know people who’ve had
diabetes that are much more extreme…a lot to the things
you’ve asked here they’ve suffered from… I’ve got very little
impact on these.”), or was relevant to general health but
not diabetes (n = 2; e.g., “Relevant to my experience in how
I am now in my life at my age and my physical health…not
specifically relevant or irrelevant to T2D.”).
Participants were also asked about the relevance of each
individual EQ-5D-5L item for patients with T2D. Responses are summarized in Table 3 and by item below:

University/degree (BA, BSc) or postgraduate degree
(MA, PhD, PGCE)

9 (36.0 %)

Mobility

No university degree

16 (64.0 %)

Table 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics
Characteristics

Participants
(n = 25)

Age (mean, SD)

53.5 (8.9)

Gender (n, %)
Male

13 (52.0 %)

Female

12 (48.0 %)

Racial/Ethnic Background (n, %)
White

15 (60.0 %)

Black/African/Caribbean

4 (16.0 %)

Asian

3 (12.0 %)

Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups

3 (12.0 %)

Marital Status (n, %)
Single

7 (28.0 %)

Married

14 (56.0 %)

Divorced

2 (8.0 %)

b

Other

2 (8.0 %)

Employment Statusa (n, %)

Education Level (n, %)

Current Treatment (n, %)
Oral only

12 (48.0 %)

Oral and injection

8 (32.0 %)

Diet and exercise

5 (20.0 %)

a

Not mutually exclusive
Marital status: Other = One participant indicated their marital status as “Live
with partner,” and one reported being widowed
c
Employment status: Other = Two participants reported employment status as
“student,” two participants were “unemployed,” two participants were “retired,”
one participant was “self-employed,” and one participant was a “homemaker/
housewife”
b

Concept elicitation: impact of type 2 diabetes on quality
of life

Concept elicitation, in which participants were asked
about the impact of T2D on their quality of life, was
conducted prior to administering the EQ-5D-5L. Participants spontaneously reported a variety of impacts including the examples in Table 2.
Cognitive interviews (including relevance of the EQ-5D-5L
to type 2 diabetes)

Following concept elicitation, participants completed the
EQ-5D-5L and were asked about the questionnaire.
When asked to rephrase the instructions, all participants
demonstrated a good general understanding, although

Twenty-two of the 25 participants provided clear opinions on the relevance of mobility to T2D, while the other
three participants did not clearly indicate whether the
item was relevant. Nine participants indicated that the
mobility item was relevant to T2D. One participant said
that this item was not relevant to “a normal diabetic patient.” Nearly half of the participants provided qualified
or mixed answers regarding relevance of the mobility
item. For example they said it may be relevant for other
patients (n = 2; e.g., “probably to other people, but not to
me.”), patients with severe diabetes (n = 6; e.g., “Well if
it’s severe, diabetes also after a long, long time.”), or during a hypoglycemic episode (n = 1; e.g., “Well, it depends
on your sugar levels, because I know it’s hard for me to
see when I get hypoglycemic… then I’m not stable.”).
Three respondents said the item is relevant for general
health, but is not specific to diabetes (e.g., “I think that
question is relevant to any illness.”).
Self-care

Nineteen of the 25 participants provided clear opinions on
the relevance of self-care to T2D, while six did not clearly
indicate whether the item was relevant. Six participants said
the self-care item was relevant to T2D (e.g., “if you’re really,
really tired, you can’t stand up…it can take over you and
then you just wouldn’t have no energy to even get up and
wash or dress.”). Two participants (8.0 %) said that self-care
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Table 2 Type 2 diabetes impact commonly reported by participants
Domain of impact

Number of participants
reporting each impact

Dietary restrictions

17

Limitations on their activities

Example quotations
• You miss being able to just eat and drink what you want without thinking about it,
because you know it’s always in your mind.
• I used to go swimming…I don’t do the sports anymore.

9

• I’m a bit slower in daily activities than I used to be.
Decreased energy

7

• By the afternoon I am tired… I can’t keep a conversation up because I just want to
go to sleep.

Emotional

7

• Because of my illness, I get grumpy… I’m less tolerant than I used to be.

Social

8

• …makes me very more withdrawn.
• I used to go out and meet up with friends and have no cares or worries, but now I’m
concerned that I have to be back, take my medication.

Relationship

• It’s detracted pleasure from, um, when I go out with my husband.

3

was not relevant to T2D (e.g., “it’s got nothing to do with
diabetes”). Other participants (n = 11) provided qualified
responses indicating that the self-care item may be relevant
for other diabetes patients (n = 4; e.g., “I’ve no problems. But
I do know diabetics who have problems with self-care.”),
patients with severe diabetes (n = 5; e.g., “Maybe in ones
who have very advanced, long-term diabetes.”), or relevant
to a degree (n = 2; e.g., “There's some degree of relevance.”).
Usual activities

Nineteen participants provided clear opinions on the relevance of usual activities to T2D, five did not clearly indicate
whether the item was relevant, and one participant was not
asked about the relevance of this item. Usual activities
received the second highest number of endorsements as

relevant to T2D (n = 12). Only one participant said that this
item was not relevant to T2D. Six participants provided
mixed responses about the relevance of usual activities. For
example, one said that depression may interfere with usual
activities for some patients with T2D. Four participants
indicated that the usual activities item may be relevant to
severe T2D (e.g., “depending on the severity of the diabetes,
I can imagine it would have an effect on work;” “I suppose if
my diabetes really progressed and it affects my eyesight that
would be different”).
Pain/discomfort

Twenty-two participants provided clear opinions on the
relevance of pain/discomfort to T2D, while three did not
clearly indicate whether the item was relevant. This item

Table 3 Item relevance (N = 25)
Individual itemsb
a

Overall EQ-5D

Mobility

Self-care

Relevant

13 (52.0 %)

9 (36.0 %)

6 (24.0 %)

12 (48.0 %)

9 (36.0 %)

17 (68.0 %)

Not Relevant

1 (4.0 %)

1 (4.0 %)

2 (8.0 %)

1 (4.0 %)

3 (12.0 %)

0 (0.0 %)

Mixed Responses

10 (40.0 %)

12 (48.0 %)

11 (44.0 %)

6 (24.0 %)

10 (40.0 %)

3 (12.0 %)

1

2

4

1

3

2

Relevant for others, but not for me

Usual activities

Pain/Discomfort

Anxiety/Depression

Relevant for more severe patients

3

6

5

4

5

0

Other mixed responses
(e.g., yes and no, potentially, some of them)

4

1

2

0

2

0

Relevant to general health,
but not diabetes specific

2

3

0

1

0

1

Unclear Answerc

1 (4.0 %)

3 (12.0 %)

6 (24.0 %)

5 (20.0 %)

3 (12.0 %)

5 (20.0 %)

Question Was Not Askedd

-

-

-

1 (4.0 %)

-

-

“Were these questions relevant to your experience as a person with type 2 diabetes?”
b
“Do you think this question is relevant to type 2 diabetes and its impact on most patients?”
c
Answers were considered “unclear” if the participant did not answer the question directly or provide clear indication of whether the item is relevant to type 2 diabetes
d
One participant was not asked about the Usual Activities item
a
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was considered relevant to T2D by nine participants.
Three of these said the question was relevant to nerve pain
or pain in their feet (e.g., “I mean my own experience,
discomfort when you maybe have this burning sensation in
your feet”), and another three said the question was relevant
to pain/discomfort associated with medication (e.g., “people
who are on the injectable medications, they feel some pain
and swelling as well”; “pain with the side effects of the
medication”). Three participants said this item was not
relevant to T2D (e.g., “with diabetes I don’t connect so much
pain and discomfort; I connect more lack of energy”). The
remaining ten participants indicated that the item was relevant to other patients (n = 3; “I connect pain and diabetes,
but basically from what I've heard from other patients or
about what other patients”), severe patients (n = 5; e.g., “I’ve
had no pain or discomfort…I do know people who have
suffered from pain and discomfort.”), or for some patients
(n = 2; “It can be, but maybe not for most patients.”).
Anxiety/depression

Twenty participants provided clear opinions on the relevance of anxiety/depression to T2D, while five did not
clearly indicate whether the item was relevant. Anxiety/
depression was the EQ-5D item that was considered
relevant by the greatest number of participants (n = 17,
68 %; e.g., “it’s something that’s never going to get better....
I find that makes me quite anxious about it.”; “It is your
body and you’ve got a responsibility to make sure it’s running with a balance of medication, insulin if necessary,
food, and energy. That responsibility can make you very
anxious because it has to be the first and foremost of your
day…It’s like carrying the world on your shoulder like Atlas
sometimes”). None of the participants said this item was
irrelevant to T2D. Three participants (12.0 %) provided
mixed responses indicating that the anxiety/depression
item may be relevant for other T2D patients (n = 2; e.g.,
“I’m not personally, but I know other people that do get
depressed that they’re diabetics.”) or that the item is relevant to general health but is not specific to T2D (n = 1;
e.g., “it's relevant to everybody and not just T2D.”).
Cognitive interviews: concepts not captured by the EQ-5D-5L

Most participants (92.0 %) reported that T2D and/or its
treatment/monitoring requirements had an impact on
their quality of life that was important to them but not
captured by the EQ-5D-5L (see Table 4 for an extensive
list of concepts and patients’ quotes). The most commonly
reported missing concepts related to food awareness and
restriction (n = 13). Eight respondents mentioned emotional functioning other than depression/anxiety. Eight
participants discussed social/relationship functioning. Several participants (n = 11) suggested the questionnaire
should ask about activities related to T2D at a greater level
of detail than assessed by the Usual Activities item.
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Examples include exercise (n = 7), specific impact on
work (n = 5), and specific leisure activities (n = 1).

Discussion
These qualitative findings add to published quantitative
research to provide a more thorough understanding of
the performance and relevance of the EQ-5D in patients
with T2D. Results highlight the inherent strengths and
limitations of a generic measure such as the EQ-5D.
Generic preference-based instruments maximize applicability across populations and comparability across studies,
but may be associated with limitations in specific patient
groups. Given that the instrument was intended to provide
a brief tool for quantifying health status across all populations, it is encouraging that about half of this T2D sample
said the instrument was relevant to their own experience.
Findings also raise questions about the content validity
of the EQ-5D-5L for this population. It is not surprising
to find that this brief generic measure is missing content
that could be important to a specific population. However,
these qualitative results provide new insight into the
specific ways that the EQ-5D may or may not be adequate
for patients with T2D, while identifying specific missing
concepts that are important to this patient group. Because
the EQ-5D is so commonly used in this population, it is
important to understand these potential limitations so that
they may be addressed in future research and considered
when selecting a utility assessment strategy.
When asked about the instrument’s relevance, a substantial portion of the sample provided mixed responses,
stating that the EQ-5D could be relevant to other and possibly more severe patients, but not to their own personal
experience. Furthermore, almost all respondents noted that
important aspects of diabetes-specific quality of life were
missing from the questionnaire. Current results add to a
previous study in which generic preference-based measures
including the EQ-5D were mapped onto a conceptual
model of T2D, with results suggesting incomplete coverage
of relevant concepts in disease-specific areas [21].
While the 2013 NICE guide suggests that content validity of the EQ-5D should be considered when deciding
whether the instrument is appropriate for identifying
utilities of a specific patient population, the guide does
not discuss the level of content validity that should be
considered acceptable. Therefore, it is difficult to know
what standards the instrument should meet for this particular purpose. For example, in the current study,
roughly half of the sample said the instrument was relevant to their own experience. Although this level of relevance would not be sufficient for a measure used to
assess clinical trial outcomes, the purpose of a generic
preference-based measure is different, and therefore,
standards for content validity may also be different. A
brief generic measure such as the EQ-5D is not designed
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Table 4 Concepts identified as missing or recommended for addition
Concepts

Participants reporting
concept as missing
n (%)

Activities

11 (44.0 %)

Examples of quotes from participants

Exercise

7 (28.0 %)

• How much exercise you’re getting to get the sugar levels down…have
you got your diabetes 2 under control with insulin, food, and exercise?

Leisure activities

1 (4.0 %)

• I know you have something about usual activities, but you know some
people do other things like leisure activities, maybe the older folks might
go to bingo. The younger folks might want to play football, and stuff like
that. I know I see usual activities here, you should be a bit more specific
in terms of sports.

Work

5 (20.0 %)

• How did it impact on your job, your relationship with your employer…
you hear stories of people who get diagnosed and the employer suddenly
finds a reason why they are no longer needed.
• Does it affect your employment? Because if you take tablets then I know
there’s certain jobs you can’t do.

Comorbidities/Health problems

10 (40.0 %)

Amputations

1 (4.0 %)

• I’ve known [people] that have had some sort of medical amputations as
a result of the diabetes.

Circulation/swelling

2 (8.0 %)

• A late friend of mine had multiple amputations because of the diabetes…And
I think it’s probably because of the circulatory issues in relation to diabetes.

Cognitive impact

1 (4.0 %)

• I would put something there, how diabetes influences the mind and
the workings of the mind…I used to have a good mind…but I know
that I am more forgetful.

Headache

2 (8.0 %)

• Whether they have, um, severe migraines or headaches.

Heart problems

1 (4.0 %)

• Whether they have heart problems with their diabetes.

Tingling/pins

1 (4.0 %)

• Sensory feelings…when you feel a bit tingly in the hands.

Tiredness/energy

2 (8.0 %)

• It’s all to do with energy. Are you energetic? Are you very tired all the time?

Vision

7 (28.0 %)

• Vision is a paramount thing….And it’s not mentioned on here at all.

Diabetes symptoms/Blood glucose

3 (12.0 %)

Frequent urination

1 (4.0 %)

• If you’re out and about you have to think of going and spending a
penny all the time.

Hypoglycemia

2 (8.0 %)

• How do you feel when you have hypo…you can’t literally control nothing.
If you have a bad one you lie on the floor. You could wet yourself,
mess yourself.

Thirst

2 (8.0 %)

• My mouth gets really, really dry and my tongue…And you can’t do nothing.

Diabetes treatment and monitoring

7 (28.0 %)
• How easy do you find it to take your medication. Some people are fearful
of injecting their medications and they just won’t take it. It could have had
something about do you find your medications easy to take because some
people don’t like swallowing pills.

Medication use

4 (16.0 %)

Treatment satisfaction

2 (8.0 %)

• Are you happy with the treatment?

Side effects of T2D medication

1 (4.0 %)

• I worry about the side effects of the continuing [pharmaceutical treatment]
on the body mass.

Blood glucose monitoring

1 (4.0 %)

• There’s an inconvenience in doing what you’re doing… When I’m trying
to multi-task and do things and I’m thinking maybe I need to do that
blood test.

Emotional
Emotions (other than anxiety/depression)

8 (32.0 %)
7 (28.0 %)

• How being a diabetic has influenced your moods and your irritation? Are
you more moody? Are you more irritable? Are you more on edge? Have
you noticed any change in your reaction? Are you more impatient?
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Table 4 Concepts identified as missing or recommended for addition (Continued)
• Your blood sugars can impact your moods. I’ve found that for me, that’s
one of the signs that I need to think about my blood sugars and check
that things are okay. And it doesn’t really bring that out in here as much,
except for anxiety and depression. But sometimes moods don’t go as far
as anxiety and depression.
Worry

Food awareness/Food restrictions
Dietary restriction

3 (12.0 %)

• Diabetes can cause stress, stress and worry. And that has an impact on day
to day life.

13 (52.0 %)
12 (48.0 %)

• Do you miss any food. Do you miss out on any food?…I mean you are
restricted…it limits your choices…That doesn’t come under mobility
or self-care, activities, walk.
• I would have liked to see something on has your diet changed.
• The impact of having to adjust your diet can be quite a large thing for
many people.
• I think you really should include diet.

Food awareness

Infection

5 (20.0 %)

• I started work at 5:00 this morning so I consciously eat something before I
leave. Then I'm in meetings till 11:00, so I take something in my pocket
to get me through the meetings…It comes back to the fact that it's
constant vigilance.

5 (20.0 %)

Infections

3 (12.0 %)

• If you cut yourself you're at an infection risk. And there should be
something there in that.

Taking care of feet

2 (8.0 %)

• I feel I need to be very careful about my feet.

Relationships and social life

8 (32.0 %)

Impacts on family

2 (8.0 %)

• I suppose you could ask how it affects your direct family or friends.
Sometimes people can worry more about it because they don’t
know what’s involved in it.

Relationships

3 (12.0 %)

• How it affects their relationships with their employers and relatives,
acquaintances, whatever.

Sex life/sexual function

3 (12.0 %)

• It’s going to sound silly, sex life…Some people can get an erection and
I can’t because of the diabetes.

Social

3 (12.0 %)

• If I do get problems with my blood sugar, it can cause me to be less
sociable… and grumpy, which of course will impact on relationships
with others.
• The wider circle of people around you don’t understand it. And that can
create pressures…and it leads to sort of antisocial behavior.

Weight

4 (16.0 %)

Other responses

6 (24.0 %)

• You know because I don’t see nothing here about weight.

Financial

4 (16.0 %)

• It puts the cost up of insurance.

Healthcare

3 (12.0 %)

• How do you think your medical support has been since you’ve been
diagnosed?… You could ask what support you’ve had from your
practitioner.

Hereditary

2 (8.0 %)

• Possibly something around family history, because …it helps explain the
sort of different reactions to it.

Positive impacts

2 (8.0 %)

• You could ask a general question, “Is there anything positive that’s come
out of your diagnosis?” So if someone said they were grossly overweight
and they’ve lost weight that’s positive isn’t it. If they’ve altered their diet
to a healthier diet. If they’re doing more exercise. I mean they may have
even taken up a different job or something because of the changes in
their life, which is positive.
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to capture all relevant aspects of health for all patients. Instead, the instrument offers a classification system that may
be used to characterize health across a broad range of the
population so that response profiles can be valued and that
utilities can be derived. While the instrument should capture the most important aspects of health, a brief generic
instrument cannot be expected to capture every aspect of
health status that has an impact on quality of life across all
types of patients. When using a generic preference-based
instrument to obtain utilities, researchers are likely aware
that they are sacrificing some relevance and comprehensiveness in order to maximize comparability across studies.
In sum, the current findings highlight trade-offs researchers face when using a generic preference-based
measure such as the EQ-5D. It would be useful to discuss these trade-offs in an attempt to reach consensus
within the EuroQoL and health technology assessment
(HTA) communities. Specifically, what degree of content
validity and relevance is necessary for the EQ-5D to be
considered appropriate for obtaining utilities within a
specific patient population? Clearly, important aspects of
almost any medical or psychiatric condition are likely to
be missing from this brief instrument, and the adequacy
of symptom and quality of life coverage will vary across
patient populations. Symptoms and impact missing from
the questionnaire may be important for one population,
but irrelevant for another. Qualitative research, such as
the current interviews, are useful for examining whether
the EQ-5D is missing content that may be important to
specific patient groups. After identifying this missing
content, researchers can consider whether the excluded
material significantly undermines the content validity of
the instrument for the purpose of gathering utilities. If
the missing content truly appears to be important, the
qualitative findings can be used as justification for considering the EQ-5D to be “inappropriate” for the specific patient
group and using another method to identify utilities or to
measure the health status of a specific patient group.
When qualitative research suggests the EQ-5D may not
have sufficient content validity in a specific patient population, a range of alternative approaches are available for
utility assessment. If researchers want to minimize deviation
from the EQ-5D, they may consider adding a conditionspecific item to the five items of the EQ-5D [22–24]. This
“bolt-on” approach has recently been used as a way to make
the generic EQ-5D applicable to specific medical conditions
not adequately covered in the standard five items. Another
commonly used approach that maintains some compara
bility to the EQ-5D involves mapping (also called crosswalking) a condition-specific measure to the EQ-5D,
although the adequacy of the mapping algorithm is limited
in situations where the EQ-5D is not relevant for a specific
patient population [25, 26]. For situations when the EQ-5D
is unlikely to be relevant or sensitive, there are methods for
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identifying utilities associated with specific diseases or
treatments, such as condition-specific preference-based
measures [27] and studies in which respondents value
health state descriptions (i.e., vignettes) designed to represent specific relevant characteristics. For example, the
health state description approach has been used to estimate
the disutility of treatment attributes specifically relevant to
patients with T2D [28, 29]. While these methods are likely
to be more sensitive to the utility impact of specific disease
and treatment characteristics, their primary limitation in
the HTA context is that comparability to utilities derived
from generic preference-based instruments is uncertain.
Another approach that has been recommended is to
administer the EQ-5D in conjunction with conditionspecific instruments [17, 30, 31]. By administering both
types of instruments, researchers can estimate utility
with the EQ-5D while assessing specific symptoms and
impact with the condition-specific measure. The correlation between the two types of measures may also provide information on the sensitivity and relevance of the
EQ-5D within the target population.
Several limitations of the current study should be acknowledged. As a qualitative analysis with a small sample,
the current study is particularly susceptible to selection
biases, and results are not necessarily representative of the
larger population of patients with T2D. Therefore, current
findings are best suited for generating hypotheses and raising issues, and the current study should not be interpreted
as a definitive assessment of the EQ-5D. In addition, the
study was conducted with a convenience sample recruited
via advertisements, rather than from clinics specializing in
diabetes. It is not known whether this group of patients
was systematically different from a sample that may be recruited in clinical settings. It is possible that the EQ-5D
could be viewed as more relevant by a sample recruited in
a clinic, which could have greater rates of severe diabetes
than the current sample recruited via advertisements.

Conclusions
Overall, results highlight benefits and limitations of generic
preference-based measures such as the EQ-5D-5L. These
instruments are short and easy to administer, and they efficiently provide an estimate of utility while maximizing
comparability across utility scores that may be used in costutility models. On the other hand, these measures could be
missing important condition-specific or treatment-specific
content, and therefore, they may not be sufficiently relevant
or sensitive for some patient populations. The current study
identified specific content missing from the EQ-5D, which
could limit content validity of the instrument when used in
some patients with T2D. Therefore, it is recommended that
researchers consider the advantages and disadvantages of
various options when selecting utility assessment methods
and when using utility values in models.
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